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Recent Water-related Disasters in Japan
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Inundated Joso City, Ibaraki Prefecture

• On September 10th 2015, heavy rain brought on by a typhoon 

breached the levee of the Kinu River. 

• The levee breach caused large-scale flooding in Greater Tokyo area.

• Approximately 40 km2 of land was flooded, 2 people were killed, 

and approximately 7,000 houses were inundated.

Breached Levee

Joso City Hall
※産経新聞HPより引用

Damaged House
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1976～1985
174/year

2004～2013
241/year

＊Prepared using JMA materials

40% increase
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Increased occurrence of rainfalls

with intensity of 50mm/hr or more
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■Earthquake & Tsunami

○Building on the experience of the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake   

and the Great East Japan Earthquake, structural and non-

structural measures are promoted against the largest-scale 

earthquake and tsunami, that has very low probability of 

occurrence with annual exceedance probability in the range of 

0.1%, but could cause catastrophic damage if occurs.

○For relatively frequent earthquakes and tsunamis, damage is 

prevented by structural measures. 

Concept of Disaster Prevention & Reduction Measures to Date

■Flood & Storm Surge

○For large rivers, measures are taken to withstand a heavy 

rainfall with an annual exceedance probability of 0.5% to 1%.

Measures to Date
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＜Climate Change Prediction for the end of 21st Century＞

(1) Precipitation due to heavy rain： Increase by 10.3-25.5%  (nation-wide average)

(2) Frequency of hourly precipitation greater than 50mm/hr :  Increase to 2.7 times

Basic Strategy for Climate Change Adaption Measures against 

Water-related Disasters

“Basic Strategy for Climate Change Adaption Measures against Water-

related Disasters”  was prepared (2015)

O Occurrence of heavy rainfall is to increase substantially due to 

climate change as a result of global warming.

O Floods that exceed the design-basis of the current disaster 

management measures is predicted to occur more frequently.
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“Floods and storm surges that 

could occur relatively frequently” 

with annual exceedance 

probability of greater than 0.5% 

to 1%

Basic Strategy for Climate Change Adaption Measures in the field 

of Flood Disasters

Focus on structural measures

to prevent loss of life and 

property

“Floods and storm surges that 

are of the largest-scale” with 

very low probability of 

occurrence of about 0.1% but 

could cause enormous damage 

if occurs

Focus on non-structural 

measures to at least “protect 

lives” and “avoid catastrophic 

damage to social and economic 

activities”

Basic Concept



Until now From now on
design rainfall the flood control 

plan is based on
Rainfall of multiple magnitude up to possible 

maximum scale

※ Figures do not necessarily represent actual rivers.

AEP

1/100～1/200

AEP 1/10

AEP 1/50

AEP 1/150

Possible Maximum
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Identification of Inundation Area for Largest-class Flood or Storm Surge

It is mandatory to identify potential inundation area with respect to the 

largest-scale floods or storm surges, and to create hazard-maps and 

disseminate them to the public.



High Resolution Rain Data using 

X-Band Multi-parameter Radar

River Information

Flood Forecasting

Utilization of cellphones

Providing Information during DisastersProviding Information during DisastersProviding Information during DisastersProviding Information during Disasters

More More More More 
frequent frequent frequent frequent 
(X5)(X5)(X5)(X5)

Higher Higher Higher Higher 
resolutionresolutionresolutionresolution
(X16)(X16)(X16)(X16)

[Conventional Radar (C-Band)] [X-Band MP Radar]

Disseminate higher-resolution rain data than conventional radar
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Click on GPS button on smart-phone

Present location is shown on map

Real-time water level and rainfall information

Rain/Water Level/Discharge Radar Rain

discharge

water level

cumulative 

rainfall

rain

※Service starts next year

Timeline

Flood caution Flood warning Flood danger Flood hazard

Water level

Predict that flood 

hazard water level 

will be reached 

after some hours
Levee is 

breached

Flood danger level

Evacuation judgment 
level

Flood warning level



Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

BasinBasinBasinBasin----wide Comprehensive Flood Control Measureswide Comprehensive Flood Control Measureswide Comprehensive Flood Control Measureswide Comprehensive Flood Control Measures

BasinBasinBasinBasin----wide Flood Managementwide Flood Managementwide Flood Managementwide Flood Management

River

During Rain Event

Drainage facility

River channel improvement Flood control facility

Conservation of land with rainwater 

detention function

Storage in School yard Retention basin
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Stormwater
drainage

storage tank

infiltration inlet

Infiltration inlet / 

Storage tank

Basin

Rainwater storage 

Implement comprehensive flood control measures by combining 
improvement of rivers and drainage systems together with flood storage 
using parks, schoolyards, and retarding ponds, as well as infiltration of 
rainwater through infiltration inlet. 
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○ Flood and storm surge disasters are expected to become

increasingly severe due to global warming induced climate change.

○The following adaptation measures are promoted:

� Estimation of inundation with respect to the largest-scale of anticipated

floods and storm surges, and the creation and dissemination of hazard

maps

� Establishment of warning and evacuation systems, and implementation

of disaster drills

� Improvement of land-use and urban design

� Enhancement of rivers and drainage systems

� install flood storage and infiltration facilities in the basin

○Mobilize all possible means by incorporating both structural and

nonstructural measures throughout the entire basin in order to

prevent and reduce flood damage.

Conclusion



Thank you for your attention.


